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Things we know about

- Terminology
  - Definitions (clause 3)
  - Abbreviations (clause 4)
- Conformance clause changes (clause 5)
- Reflective relay (aka hairpin)
  - Modify 8.6.1 to allow reception port in potential list if ReflectiveRelay == TRUE
  - Discuss principals of operation somewhere
- Port Aggregation Service (aka VEPA)
  - New clause
  - Requirements and operation of filtering service connected to reflective relay ports
- Bridge management changes (clause 12)
  - Add per-port reflective relay object
  - Add multi-channel configuration
- MIB extensions (clause 17)
- Multi-channel
  - Similar to RSCI changes in clause 15 & 16, but in a different clause
  - Describe use of S-VLAN mapping component, relation to C-VLAN component
- LLDP objects to discover these capabilities (clause ?)
- Annex A - PICs
Things to discuss

• Data Center Bridging clause 39
  – Discuss principals of operation and terminology
  – May point to other DCB standards under development
  – Describes architecture of edge virtual bridging
  – Could include Port Aggregation Service specification

• VSI discovery and port profile protocols
  – Separate clause or stand-alone standard?

• CFM changes?